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Our Mission

To be the most trusted, innovative source for premium climbing information, social 
events and experiences, and the go-to platform for professional climbers and 
advertisers who want to provide goods and services to the climbing community. 

Our Vision

Our mission is to increase access to climbing throughout the world. Everyone 
deserves access to outdoor activities like climbing that can empower them to 
become a better version of themselves.

THE SHAYRDAIR BRAND

ShayrdAir is an aggregator for the climbing industry - broadening access by bringing the community 
together through master classes, events, partnerships, communication platforms, and virtual experiences. 
ShayrdAir is pulling six verticals under one roof where climbers and other outdoor enthusiasts can enjoy an 
efficient flow of information, consistent, high-quality standards, easy-to-use communication tools, and VR 
content that focuses on safety and skill training.

ShayrdAir's core values are COMMUNITY, GROWTH, and SOCIAL IMPACT.



logomark

The primary logo is the logo that will be used most often for your brand. It has both a logotype (your company 
name) as well as a logomark (the symbol). Primary logos should speak to your brand's mission, vision, and values. 
The primary logo is your brand's first impression and needs to be flexible enough to use in various applications 
including black + white and color.

PRIMARY LOGOS - horizontal

logotype



PRIMARY LOGOS - vertical



CONCEPT STORYTELLING

This logo concept uses elements of nature - waves, mountains, 
and sun - to bring ShayrdAir's values and impact to life. The wave 

represents the strength and power of the ShayrdAir community, and 
the mountains and sun are a nod to interal growth and "illumination" 

through adventure and exploration.
POWER
IN COMMUNITY

ILLUMINATION & 
EXPLORATION



Color is an integral part of brand identity and can have psychological and emotional triggers on your 
audience. Consistent use of color palette not only reinforces brand cohesiveness, but also communicates 
feelings to your audience. This is a key element in shaping how audiences feel about your company. 

The color palette we chose here allows the brand to maintain a clean look while also giving it a bright and 
positive association. The colors are saturated, but still able to be found in nature - lakes, skies, sunrises, and trees.    

Please follow the color 
wheel here to get an idea 
of how often each color 
should be used.

COLOR WHEEL



COLOR CODES (PRINT = CMYK,  DIGITAL = RGB,  WEB = #HEX)

N AV Y #262C4B

C90  M83  Y43  K41 R36  G44  B75

S E A FOA M #00CC99

C69  M0  Y56  K0 R0  G204  B153

CO BA LT #0066FF

C100  M25  Y0  K0 R0 G102  B225

TA N G E RI N E #F29559

C2  M49  Y71  K0 R242  G149  B89



Secondary logo variations are logos in which the logo colors are arranged in a different composition. 
Secondary logos should be used in any context in which the primary logos do not fit or do not feel right.

SECONDARY LOGO VARIATIONS

FOR DARK BACKGROUNDSONE COLOR



Your brand marks are a simplified version of your 
logo. They use the logomark from your primary and 
secondary logos to represent your brand in an abstract 
way. Please use suggested color combinations below 
when used on colored backgounds.

LOGOMARK / BRAND MARK



We’ve defined an exclusion zone that stops other graphic elements from interfering with the 
logo and ensures the logo is easy to read. They are already included in your final logo files. 

Proportions, space and size relationships of all blocks have been carefully developed and 
must not be altered, redrawn, cropped, or recreated in any way. An important part of 

maintaining a consistent presentation is keeping a clear space around the logo from other 
text, graphics or illustrations. Crowding the logo detracts from its legibility and impact.

EXCLUSION ZONES



The Golden Ratio is a 
mathematical ratio 
that is found in nature 
and can be applied 
to graphic design 
to create organic, 
balanced and 
aesthetically pleasing 
design compositions. 
By using the golden 
ratio in the branding 
process, it helps to 
create a harmonious 
logo that instantly 
draws viewers' 
attention and helps 
them connect.

The wave in the 
ShayrdAir logo was 
perfected using the 
Golden Ratio  to 
ensure a balanced 
and natural curvature.

GOLDEN RATIO / FIBONACCI SEQUENCE

Golden Ratio in Nature by Mate Marschalko



The logo should never be too small to read. It is not recommended to use the logo at less than 60 pixels in width. 

SIZING & LEGIBILITY

For small applications  
such as Favicon, social media 

profile imagery, etc.

Large applications or applications 
in which all text is legible and easily 

read at a distance.

For medium applications as your 
brand-identifying mark. 



VISBY CF - Extra Bold 
V I S B Y  C F  B O L D  w i t h  + 2 0 0  t r a c k i n g

Os convervit faciae pordicae cla re forum et 
faccies temuste redicae inestratum ius hus 
auctum pror ad comnes! Satur la L. Senatur 
escertifec iame constro tam sid paris conscem 
moventi entifex nem intume aut L. Satquam. 
Cit res condit, num inclabu nclaris actodio, 
notiuribus. Nihilibus invena, qua tarti, esidita, 
quamquam publi pubisus acenius macitum in 
atus viritiorte, nem uridio vaste consulto iam

Os convervit faciae pordicae cla re forum et 
faccies temuste redicae inestratum ius hus 
auctum pror ad comnes! Satur la L. Senatur 
escertifec iame constro tam sid paris conscem 
moventi entifex nem intume aut L. Satquam. 
Cit res condit, num inclabu nclaris actodio, 
notiuribus. Nihilibus invena, qua tarti, esidita, 
quamquam publi pubisus acenius macitum in 
atus viritiorte, nem uridio vaste consulto iam

Os convervit faciae pordicae cla re forum et 
faccies temuste redicae inestratum ius hus 
auctum pror ad comnes! Satur la L. Senatur 
escertifec iame constro tam sid paris conscem 
moventi entifex nem intume aut L. Satquam. 
Cit res condit, num inclabu nclaris actodio, 
notiuribus. Nihilibus invena, qua tarti, esidita, 
quamquam publi pubisus acenius macitum in 
atus viritiorte, nem uridio vaste consulto iam

VISBY CF REGULAR VISBY CF MEDIUM VISBY CF BOLD

TYPOGRAPHY SUGGESTIONS



BRANDING APPLICATIONS
(BRAND CARD)

These mock-ups are examples of 
how the new brand identity will 
look and feel when implemented 
on brand QR-code cards.

This image is a final design. To start 
another design, reach out to
design@humanature-studios.com



BRANDING APPLICATIONS
(BUSINESS CARDS)

These mock-ups are examples of 
how the new brand identity will 
look and feel when implemented 
on square business cards.

Please note - these images are 
suggestions only and not final 
designs. To start a business card 
project, contact Emily at 
design@humanature-studios.com



BRANDING APPLICATIONS
(5-PANEL HATS)

These mock-ups are examples of 
how the new brand identity will 
look and feel when implemented 
on retail products such as hats.

Please note - these images are 
suggestions only and not final 
designs. To start a product design 
project, contact Emily at 
design@humanature-studios.com



For questions regarding the use of 
these guidelines, please reach out to:

design@humanature-studios.com
www.humanature-studios.com


